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From Nimrod to Cecil

First there was Nimrod, and then there was Cecil. Nimrod, you might recall,
“was the first on earth to become a mighty warrior. He was a mighty hunter be-

fore the LORD” (Gen 10:8–9). A mighty warrior hunter—not exactly the wealthy
trophy “hunter,” who camps and dines in luxurious surroundings before being
taken out by “guides” to a game farm to kill an animal lured into his range, only to
sever its head in order to mount it on a wall somewhere back in “civilization.”
Where’s the sport in that? By the time the air is cleared around the killing of Cecil,
the “beloved” Zimbabwe lion (if it ever is), few, if any, will emerge clean. What
laws were broken? What bribes were taken?1

I know little more about this than what everyone has read in the news, but I
do know this: you wouldn’t want to have met Cecil face-to-face. Something like
that happened to some of my Luther Seminary students on a walking safari in
Hwange National Park (where Cecil was supposed to live). Suddenly, they came
upon a lion, who was not pleased, and the inept guide, whose job it was to fire his
rifle into the ground to halt the lion’s advance, couldn’t figure out how to make the
gun work. It was a dicey moment.

And “Cecil”? Was it a joke or some kind of perverse irony to name a lion after
Cecil Rhodes, the racist founder of Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe)? Worse, why name
a wild lion at all? Such anthropomorphizing robs the beast of its deserved wildness
and turns it into a Disney character, urging parents to bring children in lion cos-
tumes to leave stuffed toy lions on the doorstep of the Minneapolis dentist who
was the trophy “hunter.” Though the dentist was hardly a mighty warrior, the kids
were made pawns of the protesters who used the killing to advance their own
causes. Nobody looked very good here.

But back to Nimrod. There are many references to hunting in the Bible—not
surprisingly, since that was the only way in early cultures to get meat. As far as I can
tell, none of the biblical references to hunting would qualify for what now might be
called sport. This was hunting to feed the clan or family.

The same goes for fishing. The fishermen disciples of Jesus weren’t looking
for trophy fish to mount and hang on the wall. They were commercial fisher-
men—hoping to net enough for food and for sale to others. When, as a kid, I first
heard about the disciples as fishermen, I visualized them out casting with rods and
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1For those few who don’t know this story, it can be found at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cecil_%28lion
%29 (accessed August 15, 2015).
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reels (like we did on vacation), but all of that came much later. So did sport
hunting.

My point here is not to demonize sport hunting and fishing. Both can be
ways to test one’s prowess and to provide food, or perhaps to catch and release so
the fish can live to fight and spawn another day. Trophy hunting is of a different
nature, and I confess to not understanding it. Many Zimbabweans don’t under-
stand it either and are confused by why there is so much fuss about a lion and so lit-
tle about the wretched lives of so many of their compatriots.2

Is there a moral or theological point to all this? Well, for one thing, we might
do well to recognize the mystery and wildness of God’s world, as God challenged
Job to do: “Can you hunt the prey for the lion, or satisfy the appetite of the young
lions, when they crouch in their dens, or lie in wait in their covert?” (Job 38:39–40).
Can trophy hunters do this?

Can we somehow—appropriate to our world and our Christian theological
perspective—show the respect for life evident in Levitical law? “And anyone of the
people of Israel, or of the aliens who reside among them, who hunts down an ani-
mal or bird that may be eaten shall pour out its blood and cover it with earth. For
the life of every creature—its blood is its life” (Lev 17:13–14).

Can we—again in ways appropriate to our own culture and religion—appre-
ciate the Native American custom of asking an animal’s permission to kill it, to be
sure only for food, not for sport?

Personally—and for that matter, anthropologically—I don’t think “Meat Is
Murder” or that humans were made by God or evolution to be vegans or vegetari-
ans, though these are valid individual choices. Our over-consumption of meat, on
the other hand, with its reliance on factory farms and feed lots, is clearly harmful to
ourselves and the environment.

Still, most of us think meat comes from the supermarket covered in
cling-wrap. One good thing about hunters—again, not trophy hunters—is that
they know meat comes covered with fur and hide and must be skinned, gutted, and
hung to make it usable. To that degree at least, they are closer to the wildness of
God’s natural world.

F.J.G.

2See, for example, Japhet M. Zwana, “Why the hullabaloo about Cecil, but none about Itai?” in Pambazuka
News, August 8, 2015, http://www.pambazuka.net/en/category.php/features/95354 (accessed August 15, 2015);
also Thabani Nyoni, “Life in Zimbabwe: Forgive our lack of concern for Cecil the hero,” in the Twin Cities Star Tri-
bune, August 5, 2015, http://www.startribune.com/life-in-zimbabwe-forgive-our-lack-of-concern-for-cecil
-the-hero/320534192/ (accessed August 15, 2015).


